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SUMMARY
Life sciences research is based on individuals, often with diverse skills, assembled
into research groups. These groups use their specialist expertise to address scienti¯c
problems. The in silico experiments undertaken by these research groups can be
represented as work°ows involving the co-ordinated use of analysis programs and
information repositories that may be globally distributed. With regards to Grid
computing, the requirements relate to the sharing of analysis and information resources
rather than sharing computational power. The
myGrid project has developed the
Taverna workbench for the composition and execution of work°ows for the life sciences
community. This experience paper describes lessons learnt during the development of
Taverna. A common theme is the importance of understanding how work°ows ¯t into
the scientists' experimental context. The lessons re°ect an evolving understanding of life
scientists' requirements on a work°ow environment, which is relevant to other areas of
data intensive and exploratory science.
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1. Introduction
Much of biology is based on comparative and speculative reasoning: predictions are based
on similar observations made previously. Discovery involves combining and collating results
obtained from a number of local and remote analyses and data resources available to
the community. These \in silico" experiments complement experiments performed in the
laboratory by generating new information from available data and forming hypotheses for
con¯rmation in the laboratory.
Many scienti¯c computing projects within the academic community have turned to
work°ows as a means of orchestrating complex tasks (in silico experiments) over a distributed
set of resources. Examples include DiscoveryNet [1] for molecular biology and environmental
data analysis, SEEK for ecology [2] , GriPhyn for particle physics [3], and SCEC/IT for
earthquake analysis and prediction [4]. The \Work°ow in Grid Systems" workshop at the
GGF10 conference [5], and the formation of the Global Grid Forum Work°ow Management
Research Group illustrate signi¯cant and growing interest in work°ows within the Grid
community [6]. The diverse nature of the tasks being performed has led each group to adopt
or develop a work°ow solution best suited to their requirements rather than use a common
standard.
In this paper, we describe myGrid: a UK e-Science pilot project building middleware to
support exploratory, data-intensive, in silico experiments in molecular biology. myGrid has
developed the Taverna work°ow workbench environment which enables the scienti¯c user
to create and run work°ows written in the Simpli¯ed conceptual work°ow language (Scu°).
These are enacted using the Free°uo work°ow enactment engine. Our emphasis is on building
work°ows that link together third party applications (both remote and local) that are familiar
to the scientist, using a language and tools designed for the scientist.
The design of the Taverna has been driven by: the users we wish to support; the nature of
the existing resources they wish to orchestrate; and the type of in silico experiment they wish
to perform.
Two classes of users myGrid supports are biologists and bioinformaticians. They have a
deep knowledge of the scienti¯c functionality of the resources they want to link together,
perhaps have some limited programming experience, but have little or no knowledge of speci¯c
middleware solutions such as Web/Grid Services to access them.
Biology resources are published by the third class of users that myGrid caters for{the
service providers. Currently, Taverna provides the means to access over 1000 of these services.
They take the form of applications such as analysis algorithms for comparing sequences,
databases arising from species-speci¯c genome projects or holding cross species data sets
for proteins or nucleotides, visualisation tools for protein structures, simulations of heart
excitation models and so on. Some are replicated but many are unique and only available
through licensing arrangements at the host site. Most have poor or missing programmatic
interfaces. Although many early bioinformatics tools used the command line extensively (e.g.
GCG [7] or EMBOSS [8]), more recently analysis has moved toward web based interfaces. Thus
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data transfer moved from ¯le transfers between commands to \cut and paste" between web
browsers. The resources encompass heterogeneous and semi-structured data exposed using a
diverse range of mechanisms. There are no prescribed standards for formats, APIs or delivery
platforms.
Finally, myGrid users are often members of small research groups that begin their analyses,
as low volume ad-hoc experiments that are incrementally and rapidly prototyped in an
exploratory way. Some are \one-o®s" and e®ectively disposable, whilst others are later
developed into production work°ows which will be executed repeatedly. Much of the scienti¯c
bene¯t comes from combining results from many di®erent work°ow runs, so it is essential to
manage the data produced by each experiment. Scientists frequently undertake similar analysis
to that of other groups, and therefore the work°ow designed by one user is often suitable for
adoption or adaptation by many others.
These requirements have lead to several major design lessons:
An open world service assumption. Biologists have strong opinions about the particular
services that they wish to use; they generally do not accept substitutes. We wanted to
be able to use any service as it was presented, rather than require service providers
to implement services in a prescribed manner and thus create a barrier to adoption.
Accordingly, Taverna caters for a variety of di®erent service interfaces, and does not
require adherence to a common universal type system. Consequently, the data is largely
opaque to the middleware. This is a drawback when we come to integrate results.
Easy and rapid ad-hoc work°ow design. Quickly and easily ¯nding services and
adapting previous work°ows is key to e®ective work°ow prototyping. As the target
end users for Taverna are not necessarily expert programmers, we have: developed a
graphical work°ow workbench; developed a portal for launching work°ows; used semantic
technologies to provide service descriptions that are closer to scientists' view of their
experiments than implementation-speci¯c syntactic types [9]; and, most importantly,
de¯ned a tiered architecture that hides the complexity of di®erent services enabling the
user to think about the experiment rather than its execution.
A multi-tiered abstraction architecture. We have a requirement to both present a
straight forward perspective to our users and yet cope with the heterogeneous interfaces
of our services. A major consequence of this for the work°ow system architecture has been
to provide a multi-tiered approach to resource discovery and execution that separates
application and user concerns from operational and middleware concerns. The result is
a three-tiered model for describing resources and their interoperation at di®erent levels
of abstraction. Scu°, a work°ow language for linking applications, is at the abstraction
level of the user; an extensible processor plug-in architecture for the Free°uo enactor
manages the low-level \plumbing" invocation complexity of di®erent families of services.
In between lies an execution layer interpreting the Taverna Data Object Model that
handles user-implied control °ows such as implicit iteration over lists, and a user's fault
tolerance policies.
A data °ow centric model. Bioinformaticians are familiar with the notion of data °ow
centric analysis. Much of the analysis we want to support is in the form of pipelines in
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which data about a particular biological entity is integrated from a number of resources
and further analysed. Examples include work°ows to support work on the genetic basis
of Graves' Disease [10] and Williams Beuren Syndrome (WBS) [11]. Thus, to support
bioinformaticians in their current practices Taverna emphasises a data °ow centric
speci¯cation.
Fault tolerance. Any software operating in a networked, distributed environment is required
to cope gracefully with failure. In bioinformatics, where many services are not
professionally supported, service failure is common. Fault tolerance mechanisms such
as dynamic service substitution and retry are supported by Taverna.
Support for the e-Science lifecycle. Using a work°ow makes it easier for scientists to
describe and run their experiments in a structured, repeatable and veri¯able way
compared to cutting and pasting between multiple web-based forms. However, work°ows
are not a complete solution for supporting in silico experiments. They exist in a wider
context of scienti¯c data management, as illustrated in Figure 1. The user is still at the
centre, interacting with the work°ows and the services, and interpreting the outcomes.
It is desirable that work°ows become a resource in their own right, to be described and
shared (steps 1 and 5). It is essential that data produced by a work°ow carries with
it some record of how and why it was produced i.e. the provenance of the data (step
4). Thus myGrid has built an environment and components that marry the work°ow
environment with sophisticated methods of provenance collection [12] and semantic-
based resource and work°ow discovery [9]. All myGrid components are organised into a
context-aware Service Oriented Architecture coordinated by a common data model and
an events-bus [13].
To steer myGrid and Taverna developments, there has been close collaboration with
two groups investigating the genetics of human disease. The Institute for Human Genetics
at Newcastle University, UK have developed work°ows investigating the basis for Graves'
Disease [10]. While St Mary's Hospital at the University of Manchester, UK are investigating
the foundations of WBS [11]. Other scientists using Taverna are working on gene annotation
for the investigation of susceptibility to Trypanosomiasis in cattle, investigations for small
molecules, executing the JUMBO library for molecules, gene identi¯cation in the chicken
genome, and managing simulations of cellular models of cardiac electrophysiology. Taverna
currently has over 500 installations. Consequently, we are now in a position to assess what it
is about work°ows that makes them such a promising technology:
Making tacit procedural knowledge explicit: For at least the last 250 years this has
been recognised as essential in science. Each experiment must carry with it a detailed
\methods" description, to allow others both to validate the results, but also re-use the
experimental method for their own purposes. Our experience suggests that work°ows
allow the same to be achieved for in silico experiments. They are formal, precise and
explicit, yet straightforward to explain to others.
Ease of automation Many of the analysis we support are already undertaken by scientists
who orchestrate their applications by hand. Work°ows can drastically reduce analysis
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Figure 1. The e-Science life cycle
time by automation. For example, Taverna work°ows developed by the WBS team have
reduced a manual task that took 2 weeks to be an automated task that typically takes
just over two hours.
Appropriate level of abstraction Bioinformaticians have traditionally automated analy-
ses through the use of scripting languages such as PERL. These are notoriously di±cult
to understand often because they can con°ate the high level orchestration at the
application level with low level \plumbing". Work°ow systems such as myGrid's support
the separation of these concerns.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 further elaborates on the background
to Taverna, outlining requirements in detail and presenting the life cycle of in silico
experimentation. Section 3 introduces the major Taverna components. Section 4 concentrates
on the work°ow design phases of the life cycle, and Section 5 on executing and monitoring
work°ows. Section 6 completes the life cycle with metadata and provenance associated with
managing and sharing results, and the work°ows themselves. Section 7 discusses related work.
Section 8 discusses the lessons learnt from these experiences, highlighting that in many cases
the issues and solutions involve related technical and non-technical aspects. These lessons drive
our current and future work.
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2. Further Background of Taverna
By taking a concrete example we can illustrate the kinds of users, analyses and resources
that inform our requirements, and in turn impact on the design of the work°ow system.
Members of St Mary's Hospital Academic Unit of Medical Genetics, at Manchester University
are investigating the genetic basis of a rare congenital disorder Williams Beuren Syndrome
(WBS) [11]. It is known to be caused by deletion of a small region of human chromosome seven.
By examining the genes known to be in that region, researchers can begin to understand the
origins of the complex physical and behavioural features of a®ected children. The completion
of the initial phase of the Human Genome Project [14] now means researchers do not need
to examine the a®ected region in the laboratory, but can instead search a genome database
into which other large scale genome sequencing projects have deposited their results. Selected
records can then be submitted for further analysis: i) to characterise any genes in those new
sequences using analysis tools, and gather related information from other databases; and ii) to
characterise proteins that will be produced from those genes. By adopting a work°ow-based
approach using Taverna, the St Mary's team have automated tasks that manually took two
weeks to take two hours, and have shared and adapted their work°ows with other scientists.
The bioinformaticians rapidly picked up the Taverna workbench, and evolved their work°ows
over many generations of experimentation. The chief bottlenecks were wrapping the services
and integration of the results. The former is a temporary bootstrapping issue; the latter is
more signi¯cant and discussed in Section 6.
New DNA sequences are released to the various genome sequence databases on a
regular (hourly) basis. As a result, the WBS researchers wish to rerun their work°ows
frequently (weekly) and repeatedly, to discover new sequences of relevance and to characterise
them. The di®erent classes of services needed to perform the WBS analysis are numerous
(currently numbering 30), and distributed widely. They are provided by a mixture of large
scale bioinformatics centres such as the National Centre for Bioinformatics (NCBI), which
maintains among other things the large genome database GenBank [15], and many distributed
bioinformatics groups that maintain smaller scale databases or analysis tools. For example,
two analysis tools to predict the presence of genes in DNA: Genscan [16] and Twinscan [17]
are published by groups at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Washington University
St Louis.
From the early 1990s, the biological community has enthusiastically adopted web technology
to disseminate data and analysis methods. Bioinformaticians perform these low volume in silico
experiments by cutting and pasting data between web pages, sometimes assisted by bespoke
screen-scraping parsers and PERL scripts to overcome format discrepancies. However, the
complexity of in silico experiments together with the volumes of data produced by high
throughput technologies is now threatening to overwhelm the users of this standard web
technology. Analysis methods are constantly evolving and, as more resources become available,
more in silico experiments can be done. This in turn generates more resources and knowledge
for designing further experiments.
Life scientists are accustomed to making use of a wide variety of web-based resources.
However, building applications that integrate resources with interfaces designed for humans is
di±cult and error-prone [18]. The emergence of Web Services [19], along with the availability
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of suitable tool support, has seen a signi¯cant number of bioinformatics web resources
becoming publicly available and described with a WSDL interface. Early examples include
the XEMBL [20], and openBQS [21] hosted by the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI),
and the services provided by XML Central of DDBJ [22]. Recently, the range of available Web
Services is growing: the BioMOBY project is gathering an expanding range of services [23],
pathway data are available from the KEGG APIy, and a range of analysis services are o®ered
by the PathPort project [24]. Taverna does not have a monopoly on the use of these services,
since they will be used by a range of di®erent clients because of the diverse nature of the life
sciences. Moreover, it is di±cult to predict which small research-group experimental service of
today will become the established de-facto standard service of the future.
Services used by WBS and other projects using Taverna include the following:
² EMBOSS, The European Molecular Biology Open Source Software Suite, a package of
over 270 functions for sequence analysis originally developed by Human Genome Mapping
Project. No simple Web or Grid Services are available by default. However, myGrid
has developed Soaplab, a framework that allows legacy command line applications to
be automatically deployed as Web Services given a description of their interface [25].
Soaplab is used to add Web Service capability to EMBOSS commands.
² SeqHound is a database of biological sequences and structures which also provides over
160 functions [26]. Again no Web/Grid service interface is available. They instead provide
a Representational State Transfer (REST) style interface [27], where all information
required for the service invocation is encoded in a single HTTP GET or POST request.
² Some of the smaller distributed groups have adopted the BioMOBY project's conventions
for publishing Web Services. BioMOBY provides a registry and messaging format for
bioinformatics services [23]. Currently over 140 services are listed in BioMOBY registries.
² Some groups have yet to publish their application as a service at all. If no service is
provided we obtain the application, install it on a myGrid server and deploy it as a Web
Service. This process can be simpli¯ed by the use of Soaplab.
There are currently over 1000 services accessible to a myGrid user. Although the majority
involve complex interaction patterns (in the case of Soaplab/ EMBOSS), speci¯c messaging
formats (in the case of BioMOBY), or use di®erent protocols and paradigms (in the case of
SeqHound), they follow a small number of stereotyped patterns. The user's lack of middleware
knowledge means they should not be expected to deal with the di®erences between these
patterns. In addition, given the number and distribution of services the user cannot be expected
to have existing knowledge of what services are available, where they are or what they do.
The data produced by these services is mostly semi-structured and heterogeneous. There are
a large number of data formats including those for gene sequences, for protein sequences, as well
as bespoke formats produced by many analysis tools (including Genscan and Twinscan). These
yhttp://www.genome.jp/kegg/soap/
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are rarely encoded in XML and there is usually no formal speci¯cation that describes these
formats. Interpreting the data as it is passed between di®erent databases and analysis tools
is therefore di±cult. This contrasts with data in other scienti¯c work°ow projects which have
much more centralised control of data formats. For example, the SEEK project provides tools
for ecologists within the project to describe their data using XML Schema and ontologies, and
so support middleware driven data integration [28]. DiscoveryNet [1] requires each application
service to be wrapped allowing data to adhere to a common format. Other projects are
more uniform than myGrid in the way applications on distributed resources are accessed.
For example, abstract Pegasus work°ows used in the SCEC/IT project are ¯rst compiled into
concrete work°ows. Each step of a concrete work°ow corresponding to a job to be scheduled
on a Condor cluster [29].
Thus, Taverna di®ers from these projects by placing an emphasis on coping with an
environment of autonomous service providers and a corresponding 'open world' model for the
underlying Grid and service-orientated architecture. Taverna's target audience of life scientists
want easy access and composition of as wide a range of services as feasible. In general, the
life science community is unlikely to take up an imposed data model. Besides, much of the
data within bioinformatics is intrinsically hard to structure being textual, or in legacy °at ¯le
formats.
3. Architecture of Taverna
Figure 2 gives the architecture of Taverna and associated myGrid components.
Taverna has two major conceptual architectural abstractions:
A three-tiered data model for describing resources and their interoperation at di®erent levels
of abstractions, from the user perspective to the services perspective.
{ The Application Data Flow layer, is aimed at the user and is characterised by a
User-Level Work°ow Object Model (indicated by a transparent rounded rectangle
that covers most of the Taverna Workbench in Figure 2). The purpose is to
present the work°ows from a problem-oriented view, hiding the complexity of the
interoperation of the services. When combining services into work°ows users think
in terms of the data consumed and produced by logical services and connecting
them together. They are not interested in the implementation styles of the services,
and the scientists should not need to be familiar with the concepts or details of
service-orientated architectures.
{ The Execution Flow layer relieves the user of most the details of the execution °ow
of the work°ow and expands on control °ow assumptions that tend to be made by
users. This layer is characterised by the Enactor Internal Object Model (indicated
by a transparent rounded rectangle overlayed on Free°uo in Figure 2) and by
the myGrid Contextual Information Model (indicated by a transparent rounded
rectangle that spans the Taverna workbench, the work°ow enactor (Free°uo), the
service discovery component (Feta), and the data (MIR) and metadata (KAVE)
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Figure 2. Architecture of Taverna and associated
myGrid components
store components of myGrid). The layer manages list and tree data structures,
implicitly iterates over collections of inputs and implements fault recovery strategies
on behalf of the user. This saves the user explicitly handling these at the Application
layer and avoids mixing the mechanics of the work°ow with its conceptual purpose.
A drawback is that an expert bioinformatician needs to understand the behavioural
semantics of this layer to avoid duplicating the implicit behaviour.
{ The Processor Invocation layer, is aimed at interacting with and invoking
concrete services. Bioinformatics services developed by autonomous groups can
be implemented in a variety of di®erent styles even when they are similar logical
services from a scientist's perspective. This layer is characterised by the Enactor
Internal Object Model and is catered for by an extensible processor plug-in
architecture for the Free°uo enactment engine.
A framework that provides three levels of extensibility:
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{ The ¯rst level provides a plug-in framework to add new GUI panels to facilitate
user interaction for deriving and managing the behavioural extensions incorporated
into Taverna. This extensibility is made available at the workbench layer.
{ The second level allows for new processor types to be plugged-in to enable the
enactment engine to recognise and invoke new types of services (which can be
both local and external services). This permits a wider variety of work°ows to be
constructed and executed. This level of extensibility is provided at the work°ow
execution layer.
{ The third level is provided for loosely integrating external components via an event-
observer interface. The work°ow enactor generates events during critical state
changes as it executes the work°ow, exposing snap shots of important parts of
its internal state via event objects (i.e. messages). Those event objects are then
intercepted and processed by observer plug-ins that can interact with external
services. This level of extensibility is made available at the work°ow execution
layer.
We now introduce the Taverna workbench ¯rst, and then discuss each of the architectural
abstractions in more detail.
3.1. Taverna workbench
The Taverna workbench provides the main user interface to the above components. The main
function of the workbench itself is to enable the construction and editing of Scu° work°ows,
loading and saving these in an XML serialisation (known as XScu°). The basic workbench
supports the creation and editing of work°ows using the model explorer and the service panel,
manipulating a work°ow object model. The workbench enactor User Interface (UI) provides the
interface for running work°ows. The enactment capability is provided by Free°uo with Taverna
extensions, and communicates with the UI using the Taverna data model. The semantic search
UI is an interface to the Feta semantic service discovery component to complement the basic
service panel. The MIR Browser provides navigation capability over data stored in the myGrid
Information Repository (MIR), including experimental designs (i.e. work°ows or any other
operations), speci¯c experimental results and intermediate data.
As Scu° already provides a user-centred data-°ow abstraction, the core of the workbench
is a data-model centic GUI, shown in Figure 3. The main mechanism for interaction with the
work°ow is through the Explorer View (labelled A in Figure 3). This presents a tree view,
showing the various services or processors present in the work°ow. The same data is also
visualised as a graph (B). The user can tailor the amount of information that displayed in
this ¯gure. Many of the processors, for example, present a large number of ports, most of
which are unused in any particular work°ow, but which complicate the display. The user may
select new services to add to the work°ow from a palette of available services(D). Services are
gathered using a variety of di®erent techniques, often dependent on the source. For example,
myGrid supports a UDDI-based registry of services and work°ows called GRIMOIRES that
Feta can operate over; BioMOBY provides a central registry of services; and both Soaplab and
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Figure 3. The Taverna Workbench showing a tree structure explorer (A) and a graphical diagram
view (B) of a Scu° work°ow. The results of this work°ow are shown in the enactor invocation window
in the foreground (C). A service palette showing the range of operations which can be used in the
composition of a work°ow is also shown (D).
Seqhound provide many services from one installation which can be discovered introspectively.
Finally, the enactor panel enables the user to enact work°ows and view the generated results.
Although construction of a work°ow essentially consists of building a directed graph,
describing the data °ow, the user generally interacts with the work°ow explorer. The graph
layout view (B) is generated automatically from the information in the work°ow model, using
the GraphViz layout package [30]. It is currently not possible to directly interact with the
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graphical view, although it is possible that later versions of the workbench will provide this
functionality.
3.2. The Application Data Flow layer: the Taverna Work°ow Object Model and
the Scu° language
The Scu° language is essentially a data °ow centric language, de¯ning a graph of data
interactions between di®erent services (or, more strictly, processors{see Section 3.4). Scu°
is designed to re°ect the users abstraction of the in silico experiment, rather than the low-
level details of the enactment of that experiment. Internally to Taverna, Scu° is represented
using a Work°ow Object Model, along with additional information gained from introspecting
over the services. A typical work°ow developed in the Graves disease use case is shown in
Figure 6. A simpli¯ed example to illustrate Scu° is shown in Figure 4.
The components of a Scu° work°ow are:
A set of inputs that are points for the data for the work°ow.
A set of outputs that are exit points for the data for the work°ow.
A set of processors each of which represents a logical service: an individual step within a
work°ow. A processor includes a set of input ports and a set of output ports. From
the user's perspective the behaviour of a processor is to receive data on its input ports,
(process the data internally) and to produce data on its output ports.
A set of data links that link data sources to data destinations. The data sources can be
inputs or processor output ports, and data destinations can be outputs or processor
input ports.
A set of coordination links that enable running order dependencies to be expressed where
direct data °ow is not required by providing additional constraints on the behaviour of
the linked processors. For example, in Figure 4 two coordination links are de¯ned so
that that one processor will not process its data until another processor completes, even
though there is no direct data connection between them.
3.3. The Execution Flow layer
Part of the complexity of work°ow design is when the user needs to deal with collections,
control structures such as iterations and error handling. Scu° is simpli¯ed to the extent that
these are implicit. This layer ¯lls in these implicit assumptions by interpreting an Internal
Object Model that encodes the data that passes through a work°ow. This data model is
lightweight; it contains some basic data structures such as lists and trees, and enables the
decoration of data with MIME types and semantic descriptions to enable later discovery or
viewing of the data. Unlike other projects like Pathport [24] and caBIG [31], Taverna does not
attempt to formally structure the domain data itself in our attempt to cater for the use of any
services we are presented by the bioinformatics community.
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Figure 4. An Example Scu° model. This small work°ow has been extracted from a Graves' Disease
case study example. It shows one input, three outputs and eight processors. All the processors are
labelled top to bottom with input ports, processor name and output ports. All the processors in
this example are standard WSDL-described standard web services, except for \Pepstats" which is a
Soaplab processor. All the links are data links except for two coordination links on the right hand
side. The links are labelled with syntactic type information: \l(text/plain)" indicates a list of plain
text strings.
The addition of data structures such as lists to the data object model brings about an
added complexity. There are a number of ways in which the list could be handled by the
service. Taverna uses an implicit, but con¯gurable, iteration mechanism as shown in Figure 5.
Where a processor takes a single list as inputs, the enactment engine will invoke the processor
multiple times and collate the results into a new list. Where a processor takes two (or more)
list inputs, the service will be invoked with either the cross or dot product of the two lists.
Taverna supports fault tolerance through a con¯gurable mechanism; processors will retry a
failed service invocation a number of times, often with increasing delays between retry attempts
before, ¯nally, reporting failure. Users can specify alternative services for any Scu° processor
in the order they should be substituted. Alternative services are typically either an identical
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Figure 5. Con¯gurable iteration. For example, processor implements a function f - it takes one input
a and produces result f(a). If this processor is given a list of inputs [a1,a2,a3], the implicit iteration
will produce a list of results, one for each input. This is equivalent to 'map f [a1,a2,a3]'. Where a
processor has more that one input the default is to apply the function to the cross product of all the
input lists, however sometimes the dot product is what is required. The con¯gurable iterators allow
users to specify how the lists of input value should be combined using these cross and dot operators.
service supplied by an alternative service provider or, rarely, a completely di®erent service that
the user deems to be substitutable without damaging the work°ow's intention. As alternates
are few they can be prede¯ned statically before the execution of the work°ow. In the case of
long running work°ows alternates need to be sought dynamically during execution to ensure
they are available.
3.4. The Processor Invocation layer
While the Scu° language de¯nes the data °ow, it does not fully describe the service interactions
to enable this data °ow. As we introduced earlier, many bioinformatics services are presented
with a small number of stereotypical invocation patterns. Many of the services are presented
using a simple query/answer interface; in this they are probably re°ective of their history
being essentially a programmatic version of a HTML form directed at a CGI script. Other
services are presented using standard toolkits, including Soaplab or the Seqhound services. In
Table I, we show two alternate presentations of the same logical service{in this case a BLAST
service [32]. In this case, the CGI-like service would be a \Document Style" interface, presented
using Web Services; a Soaplab service appears as an Object Style service using Web Services;
and a Seqhound service would appear as a Document Style service presented using a REST
style HTTP access.
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Table I. Two di®erent service interfaces to BLAST, a widely used bioinformatics tool. BLAST
operates over a biological sequence, has a number of parameters and returns a single complex BLAST
report. The \Document Style" interface has a single method taking a complex set of parameters,
while the \Object Style" interface uses object identi¯ers to provide an ad hoc object orientation.
Document Style BlastReport performBlast( Sequence, gap, etc...);
Object Style ObjectIdenti¯er getInstance();
void setSequence( ObjectIdenti¯er, Sequence );
void setGap( ObjectIdenti¯er, Gap );
...
BlastReport invoke( ObjectIdenti¯er );
It would be impossible to describe the interaction with all of the di®erent service interfaces
within a language like Scu°. Instead, Scu° is designed to be extensible through the use of
processor types. We de¯ne a set of Processor plug-ins that manage service interaction by
presenting a common abstraction over these di®erent styles. Current processors include:
² A WSDL Scu° processor implemented by a single Web Service operation described in a
WSDL ¯le. The ¯elds of the Web Service operation request message correspond to the
input ports and the ¯elds of the return message to the output ports.
² A local Java function processor, where services are provided by directly through a Java
implementation with parameters as input ports and results as output ports.
² A Soaplab processor, implemented through a CORBA-like stateful protocol of the Web
Service operations in a Soaplab service.
² A nested work°ow processor, implemented by a Scu° work°ow.
² A BioMOBY processor.
² A SeqHound Processor that manages a Representational State Transfer (REST) style
interface, where all information required for the service invocation is encoded in a single
HTTP GET or POST request.
² A BioMart processor that directly accesses prede¯ned queries over a relational database
using a JDBC connection.
² A Styx processor that executes a work°ow subgraph containing streamed services using
peer to peer data transfer based on the Styx Grid service protocol [33].
Figure 6 shows a work°ow that uses a number of di®erent processor types. We expose this
to the user through a colour scheme.
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Figure 6. A Scu° work°ow from the Graves' disease case study. This work°ow uses a number of di®erent
Scu° processor types, e.g. WSDL Web service operations and Soaplab services. The GraphViz layout
library has been used to lay the work°ow left to right rather than top to bottom as in the previous
diagram. The work°ow input is displayed on the left and the outputs along the right edge the diagram.
3.4.1. The Free°uo enactment engine
The Free°uo engine is responsible for the enactment of the work°ow. The core of the engine
is language independent, with speci¯c extensions that specialise Free°uo to enable it to enact
Scu°.
3.5. An extensible framework
As stated in Section 3 Taverna provides three levels of extensibility which are explained in
Section 3.5.1 through to Section 3.5.3 below.
3.5.1. Extending the workbench
The Taverna workbench provides a plug-in layer which enables GUI extensions. New extensions
are required to implement a single Java interface and are then discovered using Apache's
commons-discovery libraries z.
zhttp://jakarta.apache.org/commons/discovery/
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3.5.2. Extending the behaviour of the work°ow execution engine
As stated above in section 3.4, Scu° is designed to be extensible through the use of processor
types. A set of Processors are already de¯ned which manage service interaction by presenting
a common abstraction over di®erent styles. The extensible processor plug-in architecture has
an additional advantage; as well as abstracting over di®erent style of presentation, it also
abstracts away from the technology used to implement these di®erent services. If a new kind
of resource becomes available then this can be incorporated by the addition of a new processor
type.
3.5.3. Extensions via the observer interface for an integrated view
Taverna facilitates integration with external services via a contextualised event observer
framework [13] so that other components may be attached to provide richer capabilities. This is
achieved by another plug-in layer that is integrated into the work°ow execution environment,
through which the contextual information and the provenance of the work°ow execution is
made available to the integrated components. Two aspects of this framework are important:
² A common information model [34] is combined with the pervasive use of the Life Science
Identi¯er (LSID) [35] throughout to provide a consistent representation of experimental
objects and to uniquely identify entities such as work°ows and data, to record the context
to the experiments and loosely couple the middleware components. As such, components
such as semantic service discovery, provenance gathering and results management enable
myGrid to support the whole experimental lifecycle.
² The work°ow execution engine communicates with the integrated components via plug-
ins that observe the events generated as the enactor's internal state changes. For example,
when an intermediate step in the work°ow completes its execution, the enactor generates
an event and makes the intermediate results available to the event listeners. The data
store plug-in responds to this event by obtaining the intermediate results and storing
them in the data store (i.e. MIR) in their appropriate experimental context. As such,
the plug-in architecture is instrumental in facilitating the automatic propagation of the
experimental context across the participating components.
We have used these aspects extensively for those components which support the wider
scienti¯c context of the work°ow. For example we have integrated a data (MIR) and a metadata
(KAVE) storage service, which enables components to gather the data generated by services.
These are discussed more fully in Section 4.
The existing framework will be extended further by a mediator service, namely the e-
Science Mediator that acts as an integration broker among independently running myGrid
Services including the work°ow enactor service. We propose that each event generated by
important state changes in individual myGrid services is de¯ned by a typed tuple, and that
the type of a data structure is speci¯ed using an XMLSchema in conformance to the myGrid
information model. As such the collection of event types for a service is said to delineate
an information space that is externally visible for that component. The e-Science Mediator
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then exposes a higher-level information space that is created by processing (i.e. correlating,
aggregating, ¯ltering etc.) the raw events received from the core services. As such, complex
e-Science applications can be constructed by subscribing to such e-Science events.
The following sections expand on the e-Science life cycle: the design phases, discovering
resources and forming work°ows; executing and monitoring work°ows and ¯nally the metadata
and provenance associated with managing and sharing results.
4. Discovering resources and designing work°ows
Through the plug-in mechanism of both Taverna and Free°uo the scientist can perform tasks
of the extended work°ow process directly from the work°ow environment.
Work°ow construction is placed in the hands of the domain expert, the scientist. This
corresponds to designing a suitable laboratory protocol for their investigation. Creating a
scienti¯c experimental protocol can be broken down into stages. First, the scientist determines
the overall intention of the experiment. This informs a top-level design, and would be the
overall 'shape' of the work°ow, including its inputs and desired outputs. Second, this design
is translated into a concrete plan. In the laboratory, this translation would consist of choosing
appropriate experimental protocols and conditions. In an e-Science work°ow, this maps to the
choice and con¯guration of data and analysis services.
In the laboratory, scientist rely upon experience and previous work to choose experimental
parameters and protocols, either consulting with colleagues or using laboratory cookbooks. In
moving over to in silico experimentation the challenge is to replicate this process, to enable
service selection when composing or modifying work°ows. This is particularly important in
the case of Taverna as it has been designed to support the rapid development of ad hoc,
experimental, work°ows.
Service discovery can be conceptually split into two processes: 1. Discovery: ¯nding
available services (or work°ows) so that they can be included in a Scu° model; and
2. Selection: selecting the appropriate service (or work°ow) from this list for inclusion in
a work°ow. . We consider these two processes separately.
4.1. Service Discovery
Taverna uses a variety of di®erent mechanisms for discovery of services, ranging from
lightweight schemes to heavyweight registries. The population of the service list follows an
incremental approach. Flexible approaches to discovering available resources are an essential
part of supporting the experimental life cycle.
Public registries such as UDDI [36]. We are in favour of registries, but their limited
usefulness is due to the lack of widespread deployment. They are generally perceived
by the community to be a heavy-weight solution.
GRIMOIRES , an enriched prototype UDDI registry service developed by myGrid, with the
ability to store semantic metadata about services (see section 4.2).
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URL submission. Users can add new services, by directly pointing to a URL containing
WSDL ¯les and the workbench will introspect over the description and add the described
services to a palette of services.
Work°ow introspection. Users can exploit existing experience by loading existing
work°ows, observing how services have been used in context, adding those services to
the available services palette, and selecting services for inclusion in a new model.
Processor-speci¯c mechanisms. Many of the service types Taverna support through its
processor plug-ins provide their own methods for service discovery. Both Soaplab and
Seqhound services allow introspection over an installation, each installation providing a
potentially large number of services. BioMOBY provides its own central registry. This
mechanism is entirely extensible, so adding a method is relatively straight-forward.
Scavenging. Local disks are scavenged for WSDL ¯les that are introspected over, or users
create a web page containing links to service descriptions and, when pointed at this
page, Taverna explores all available service descriptions, extracts services and makes
them available. While crude, this works surprisingly well, and gives users considerable
°exibility in loading the palette of available services that ¯t their current requirements.
While these techniques solve the problems of service discovery, Taverna now provides routine
access to over 1000 services. This, in turn, increases the importance of the second step in
discovery{selection of the appropriate service.
4.2. Service Selection
The service palette (as shown in Figure 7) is grouped according to the service locations, which
means that services of the same type are grouped together and colour-coded as in the work°ow
diagram, and supported by a simple search by name facility. This approach is adequate so long
as the number of available services was su±ciently small. However, the number of services now
available to Taverna demands more sophisticated search and classi¯cation mechanisms based
on the properties and semantics of the services.
A common task is to locate a new service based on some conceptual description of the
service semantics. For example, the scientist may require a component capable of performing a
multiple sequence alignment, an operation whereby similarities between a group of genomic or
proteomic sequences may be identi¯ed. The task for Taverna is to allow this kind of semantic
querying across all service components. Service descriptions need to be enriched by additional
metadata as simply scavenging service descriptions does not provide enough information to
help users by identifying similar services.
To enable service selection by bioinformaticians, we must represent their view of the services
and of the domain [37]. We have investigated a number of di®erent mechanisms to drive the
search process, including an RDF-based metadata enriched UDDI registry [38], and a domain
ontology [39] described in the W3C Web Ontology Language OWL. The primary di±culty has
been the high entry cost. There are research challenges in the construction and maintenance
of ontologies to adequately capture task information for a domain as diverse as bioinformatics
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Figure 7. The Taverna service palette
let alone all of science. Although the technology is functional and theoretically capable of
performing the task of locating services based on a precise description of their function, the
expertise required to deploy a registry and register services with appropriate metadata is a
signi¯cant cost for user communities. This may change in the future if appropriate tools become
available to make semantic service registries easy for people to exploit.
Feta is our third and most recent version of a component for semantically searching for
candidate services that takes a user-oriented approach to service discovery [40], a path also
being trodden by the BioMOBY project. In practice, this means we describe an abstraction
over the services{provided by the Taverna processors{rather than the services themselves. We
have relatively shallow descriptions of the services. Although richer descriptions might enable
more re¯ned searching and sophisticated reasoning they are expensive and time consuming to
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provide. In practice search results do not have to be precise, as the ¯nal choice is made by
the work°ow designer (a biologist) not automatically by a machine. Finally, the use of shallow
descriptions enables us to use simpler technologies to answer queries, speci¯cally queries over
an RDF data model rather than classifying over an OWL model using a Description Logic
reasoner. In fact, the descriptions are modelled using OWL, reasoned over to form a service
classi¯cation and then deployed into an RDF data model for runtime searching. By limiting
the expressivity of service descriptions, we can ease the di±culty of provision of tooling, and
increase the chances of uptake of such semantic service discovery technology. The architecture
and design of Feta is described in more detail in [9].
4.3. Service composition
Once the appropriate service components have been located, the user requires an interface
allowing them to manually compose these services into a work°ow. This is a simpler task
than that of locating the components. There are a variety of tools available that allow users
to work with a graphical representation of the work°ow, a form that has a good ¯t with
the underlying technology and should therefore be relatively intuitive even to a non-expert
user. Most work°ow design packages have adopted a view analogous to electric circuit layout,
with services represented as 'chips' with pins for input and output [2, 41]. However from a
user interface point of view, this arrangement can become less understandable as complexity
increases. If the layout of service components on screen is left under the user's control then
the user can tailor the work°ow appearance, but this can result in an large amount of time
being spent e®ectively doing graph layout rather than e-Science.
In Taverna, the graphical view of a work°ow is read-only; it is generated from the underlying
work°ow model. One advantage of this is that it is easy to generate di®erent graphical views
of the work°ow showing more or less detail as required (see Section 3.1).
4.4. Shim services
When composing work°ows in an open world, we have no control over the data types used by
the component services. A service, identi¯ed by a scientist as being suitable, may not use the
same type as the preceding service in the work°ow, even if the data matches at a conceptual
level. Consequently, many of the bioinformatics work°ows created in Taverna contain numerous
shim services [42] that reconcile the inevitable type mismatches between autonomous third-
party services. A shim service is analogous to a shim from the physical worlda thin strip of
metal used to align pipes or rails. Likewise, shim services align the inputs and outputs of closely
related but otherwise incompatible services. We are currently building libraries of shims for de-
referencing identi¯ers, syntax and semantic translation, mapping, parsing, di®erencing and so
on. WSMO mediators [43] are a similar idea. A serious consideration is how a work°ow system
can manage shims, which of these shims can be included on demand based on service metadata
instead of user intervention, and how we might use planning techniques to automatically
discover and invoke shims.
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5. Executing and monitoring work°ows
In contrast to the design process, which must by de¯nition be exposed to the user, it is
desirable to hide as much as possible of the enactment machinery. This is not to suggest that
the work°ow enactment should appear as a 'black box' process since informing the user of
the progress of any given work°ow enactment is a critical component. However, details such
as federation and fail-over between work°ow engines, where possible, should not be exposed.
Work°ow enactment is a distinct service, whether actually implemented as such or by some
software application programming interface.
A critical requirement of this service approach is that work°ow invocation behaviour should
be independent of the work°ow enactment service used. To facilitate peer review of novel
results, it is important that other scientists are able to reproduce in silico experiments in their
context and verify that their results con¯rm the reported novel results. Executing work°ows
using di®erent enactment services is given less emphasis in business work°ows, which will
typically be carefully negotiated and agreed by the businesses involved, and executed in a ¯xed,
known context. In contrast, a scienti¯c work°ow will be shared and evolved by a community
and executed by many individual scientists using their favoured work°ow enactment service.
e-Science is a highly diversi¯ed ¯eld with respect to the requirements it places on
work°ow enactment. At one extreme, particle physics experiments produce vast data sets
and corresponding computational loads, with a corresponding requirement to deal with the
machinery of classical high performance computing (HPC) and networking (HPN). The life
sciences domain is characterized by massive variety in terms of data types and the resources to
operate on them. Work°ow enactment systems in this domain must address di®erent concerns
to their HPC counterparts, with a greater emphasis on composing a wide range of services
provided by autonomous groups and supporting the exploratory design and use of work°ows.
While work°ow solutions can in theory handle any given work°ow-oriented problem there
is a merit in specializing the solutions to the anticipated problem domain. For example, there
is a di®erence in the primary sources of variability addressed by Taverna and Pegasus [44]
which deals with more classical HPC problems. In Taverna, the operational services are ¯xed
at particular locations. The WSDL description of a web service includes the speci¯c location of
the service endpoint. However, in an open environment, the set of available services will vary.
In Pegasus, the \operational services" as applications owned by the experimental scientists,
do not vary. However, they are not ¯xed to a speci¯c location and deciding which services
(applications) should run where is a major issue, especially in the context of a changing pool
of computational resources. In short, for Taverna the primary source of variability is the set
of services available, but those services are tied to ¯xed computational resources. In contrast
for Pegasus, the primary source of variability is the set of computational resources available
and how a ¯xed set of services is best scheduled over those resources. In Taverna, users may
modify their work°ows because \better" services have become available, or previous ones are
no longer on-line. In Pegasus, there is signi¯cant work°ow modi¯cation using the same services
in response to the dynamic availability of computational resources.
Work°ows in e-Science may also vary hugely in terms of expected invocation duration.
Current Taverna work°ows vary between two seconds and two weeks of runtime. The potential
to invoke work°ows over this kind of time scale imposes a strong requirement on any such
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system to keep the user informed as to the progress of their enactment, to allow the user
to interact with the running work°ow in terms of inspecting intermediate results, manually
cancelling substructures within the work°ow or similar operations, and ideally to do all this
from any physical location with preferably minimal network connectivity.
5.1. Fault tolerance and resilience
Any component-based architecture, where the components are not under a single controlling
authority, contains components that will fail at some point. It is therefore the responsibility of
the aggregating system, here the Free°uo work°ow enactment engine, to handle such failures,
retaining data integrity and making a reasonable 'best e®ort' to proceed. Should this be
impossible, it is critical that the reporting functionality is su±cient to inform the user of
exactly why the work°ow was unable to complete.
Failure modes of a work°ow system broadly into the following categories: 1. failure of the
enactment engine itself; 2. failure of component services and; 3. failure of network fabric. .
5.1.1. Failure of the enactment engine
A single point to which work°ows are submitted and from which status reports and results may
be obtained, introduces a single point of failure. The possibility of failure increases for long
running work°ows. Thus we must deal with problems varying from software failures to wider
system failures (e.g. loss of electricity supply). Failure of the enactment engine has not been a
primary source of the failures reported by users so it has not been a priority in initial Taverna
development. Our future implementation plans are to exploit the serialization of the work°ow
state in XML and a peer-to-peer architecture for the enactment engine service. Using these
to replicate state intelligently between enactors within a peer group renders the enactment
process almost immune to single point failures at the engine level.
5.1.2. Failure of services
Service failure is more complex and more likely than enactor failure. If a service failed because
the machine it runs on is down, it is a candidate to be retried. If the service failed because
the input data was invalid, it is inappropriate to try again. In addition to simply retrying the
service invocation, it may be possible to locate an alternate service to invoke should the original
service fail. In an ideal world, this could be discovered and inserted automatically. However, a
great deal of service metadata is needed to make such a choice automatically [37] and users
have expressed scepticism at the prospect of automatic selection of services that they would
consider equivalent [40]. Except in the simplest cases, the context sensitive nature of many
services makes automatic substitution that is acceptable to users extremely di±cult. In the
life sciences, many web resources may have very similar functionalities, but people distinguish
between them based on knowledge of the experimental context and their personal preferences.
In reality, only identical services running on an alternate service provider is deemed by our
users to be acceptably interchangeable.
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For improved fault tolerance when dealing with unreliable services, users specify an
Alternates list explicitly for any given Scu° processor. Standard fault tolerance techniques
such as retry and exponential back out of retry times are implemented. Thus a Scu° processor
de¯nition therefore includes: the implementing service, the number or retries, the time between
retries, and optionally alternative services to be used if the ¯rst-choice service fails.
5.1.3. Failure of network fabric
This is similar to failure of service, but with the additional aspect that it may be possible
to probe the network connectivity to a service host using standard internet protocols. An
example is an enactor running on a laptop moves away from its wireless network. Current
Web Services typically provide no facility to check whether a service is live or not. Currently
Taverna does not currently distinguish between failure of the network fabric and failure of
the services themselves. The introduction of retries and alternatives has provided improved
reliability but we need more sophisticated monitoring to tell whether a long-running service
has failed or is just taking longer than expected to complete.
5.2. Reporting
Given the variety of failure modes and potential remedies, reporting the progress of a work°ow
is a complex task. Information about service invocation is unavailable in the general case.
De¯ning how far a service is through a given invocation, so progress can be displayed, is non-
trivial without the explicit modelling and monitoring of state. The migration of application
services to the Grid's Web Service Resource Framework [45] is a solution that we are
investigating.
The reporting mechanism in Taverna is a stream of events for each processing entity, with
these events corresponding to state transitions of the service component. For example, a
message is emitted when the service is ¯rst scheduled, when it has failed for the third time and is
waiting to retry, etc. These message streams are collated into an XML document format and the
results presented to the user in tabular form as shown in ¯gure 8. The introduction of reporting
in Taverna does not alter the work°ow results. What it does alter is users understanding of what
is going on, and therefore their con¯dence that the system is doing what they want. Overall the
feedback from Taverna's initial users was that work°ow execution without suitable monitoring
was not acceptable. They were willing to accept work°ows that occasionally failed; their
experience with form-based web services was that these were unreliable. However, work°ow
execution could not be a 'black-box' service, Users need feedback on what is happening,
whether the work°ow completed successfully or failed, and they need this recorded in logging
records.
When a work°ow may contain ¯fty or more processing components (e.g. Scu° processors),
and each of these components can be retrying, using alternate implementations etc., the
complete state of a work°ow is highly complex. Users require a visualization that allows
them to see at a glance what is happening, acquire intermediate results where appropriate
and control the work°ow progress manually should that be required.
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Figure 8. Status information. When running a work°ow the Taverna workbench displays status
information from the work°ow enactor. For each Scu° processor the last event is displayed along with
the appropriate time and additional detail if available. This additional detail can include progress
through an iteration (e.g. 'item 2 of 6') and retry information. The status information also allows the
selection of a processor and viewing the relevant intermediate inputs and outputs. Each data item has
been assigned an LSID. More detailed trace information is also available using the 'Process report'
tab.
6. Managing and sharing work°ows and their results
One of the di±culties created by the automation of the data gathering that Taverna allows,
is that it becomes possible to generate very large quantities of data more easily than was
previously possible. It becomes critically important to enable the storage of this data in
an organised manner. More over, as we are working in the context of scienti¯c in silico
experimentation, we need to be able to store information about the derivation of data, to
potentially enable the rerunning or replication of the experiment.
The extensibility framework enables the storage of data as it is generated by the enactor.
Services might store data in third party database. However, data at each point of the work°ow
is stored within the myGrid Information Repository (MIR). While this is backed with a
relational database, the open world assumption within myGrid, means that we cannot formally
structure the data that is placed in the MIR. It is instead stored with respect to an Information
Model based on the experimental process [34].
For scientists, work°ows are the means to an end their primary interest is in the results
of experiments. This interest, however, goes beyond examining the results themselves and
extends to the context within which those results exist. Speci¯cally, the scientist will wish to
know from where a particular result was derived, which process was used and what parameters
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were applied to that process. Thus, in addition to the raw data, we have devised a model of
metadata describing the provenance of all aspects of the experiment: the data's derivation
path, an audit trail of the service's invoked, the context of the work°ow and the knowledge
outcomes as a result of its execution. We have adopted to two key technologies:
Life Science Identi¯ers. The description of the derivation of data necessitates reference to
the data sets both inside and outside the control of myGrid. Bioinformatics has adopted
view standards for the identi¯cation of data, instead using an ad hoc system of accession
numbers. The recent Life Science Identifer (LSID) standard [35] provides a migration path
from the legacy accession numbers, to an identi¯cation scheme based on URI's. While
myGrid originally adopted this speci¯cation to enable referencing external entities, it has
since used it for all data being entered into the MIR.
Resource Description Framework (RDF). The MIR has a ¯xed schema that re°ects
the common entities used in e-Science experimental life cycle untied to any scienti¯c
discipline. The use of a ¯xed schema provides performance bene¯ts. However, RDF's basic
graph data model is well suited to the task of representing data derivation. Additionally,
it provides a well-de¯ned link to the ontology, described in the previous section, enabling
specialisation and generalisation of queries. The KAVE (Knowledge Annotation and
Veri¯cation of Experiments) metadata store has a °exible schema due to its use of RDF.
This allows statements to be added outside the ¯xed schema of the MIR, as is needed
when providing subject speci¯c information. KAVE enables other components in myGrid
to store statements about resources and later query those statements using RDQL.
One can distinguish between provenance of the data and provenance of the process, although
the two are linked. The primary task for data provenance is to allow the exploration of some
novel result and the determination of the derivation path for the result itself in terms of input
data and intermediate results en route to the ¯nal value. 'Side e®ect' information, about how
intermediate and ¯nal results have been obtained, is generated and stored during work°ow
invocation. Thus the work°ow engine produces not just results but also provenance metadata
about those results. Side e®ect information is anything that could be recorded by some agent
observing the work°ow invocation, and it implicitly or explicitly links the inputs and outputs
of each service operation within the work°ow in some meaningful fashion. The associated
component KAVE-Taverna-Plug-in listens to the events of work°ow execution and stores
relevant statements using KAVE, for example, a name for a newly created data item or a
meaningful link between the output of a service and the inputs that were used in its creation.
Process provenance is somewhat simpler than data provenance, and is similar to traditional
event logging. It is complicated somewhat by the requirements for fault tolerance and the
correspondingly larger range of possible events that may occur. In the event of a failure users
should expect access to su±cient information so that they can comprehend the failure and
take appropriate action.
Making all results, indeed all relevant experimental data, identi¯able by LSIDs, and using
RDF statements to record metadata about those data, is not speci¯c to a work°ow system. Any
applications that scientists use to create in silico data, for example, a laboratory information
management system, could also record provenance information in the same way and allow users
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to query it without having to know the system that produced it. The e®ective integration of
provenance information that can be automatically generated, and additional metadata, for
example a scientists conclusions based on the experimental results, that is supplied through
manual annotation, is part of our current work. Further details of provenance in myGrid can
be found in [12]. The use of OWL and RDF for service selection and provenance logging makes
myGrid a pioneer of the so called Semantic Grid movement [46].
6.1. Data integration and visualisation
myGrid has mechanisms for recording the intermediate and ¯nal outcomes of services executed
by a work°ow. Using LSIDs and the provenance model in RDF we link together these results.
Our open world model, however, means that we do not automatically integrate these results.
Thus Taverna supports application interoperation but not application integration. Integration
is special to each collection of chained services and the purpose of the work°ow. Integration
steps require a Semantic Mediation mechanism mapping data to a common schema of the
kind adopted by the Kepler [28] toolset in the SEEK and GEON projects. Other techniques
include the use of Shims to incrementally populate data objects that integrate data across
applications, and closing o® the open world in situations where it is worth the e®ort of building
a more strongly typed model across a small number of applications and a static yet permanent
work°ow. An interesting research task is the use of the RDF provenance metadata to provide
a more generic solution that can be re-used between related work°ows;
7. Related work
The Life Sciences is a ¯eld where there are many scientists, unfamiliar with middleware
technologies, who want an easy way of rapidly pulling together third-party services into
prototypical in silico experiments. In contrast, in other ¯elds, such as physics and astronomy,
the prime scenario involves carefully designed work°ows linking applications. The goal is to
exploit computational grid resources to enable in silico experiments that were previously
impractical due to resource constraints. It is unsurprising that the range of possible scenarios
and the emerging nature of the technology has led to a variety of di®erent work°ow systems.
7.1. Life sciences perspective
The diversity of life sciences research leads to signi¯cant interest in techniques for combining
resources. One abstract work°ow familiar to most in biology is the annotation pipeline.
This consists of an initial input, usually a DNA or protein sequence, and then a series of
analyses that gives as much information as possible about the input sequence, based on other
experiments and literature which refer to that sequence or biologically similar ones. It is in
essence exploratory: attempting to answer the question, \What is known about this sequence?"
in an environment of rapidly progressing scienti¯c knowledge. A variety of work°ow systems
for bioinformatics have been developed; research systems include the PLAN programmable
integrator [47], structural genomic work°ows [48], BioOpera [49], and commercial systems
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include Incogen VIBE (Visually Integrated Bioinformatics Environment) [50], TurboWorx [51]
and PipelinePilot [52]. The mine-it bioinformatics modelling tool [53] has taken the same
approach, not for sequence data, but for the advanced analysis of gene-expression and micro-
array data. In contrast to Taverna these have typically been closed systems designed to build
work°ows from a ¯xed suite of analysis tools with specialist programming needed to incorporate
new ones. In a rapidly developing environment where heterogeneous data is the norm, and
many of the most respected tools use their own peculiar input and output formats [18, 54],
many scientists are reluctant to risk becoming locked into an ageing analysis suite.
7.2. Scienti¯c work°ow systems
Table II provides a brief comparison of several representative scienti¯c work°ow systems.
These vary in terms of their intended scienti¯c scope (the kinds of analyses supported), their
technical scope (the kinds of resources that can be composed), their openness to incorporating
new services, and whether or not they are open source. The strengths of Taverna are its
proven ability to link together a signi¯cant range of autonomous bioinformatics services and its
°exibility, particularly in terms of the metadata, including LSIDs and provenance information,
generated to aid scientists manage and share work°ow results.
The Kepler work°ow system [2] has been developed for scientists with a range of interests in
and is built on Ptolemy II, a mature application from the electrical engineering domain [55].
Like Taverna, Kepler is data°ow oriented, with the core description being the processing of
data through a set of connected actors (processing steps). Kepler's strengths include its mature
library of actors, which are mainly local applications, and its suite of directors that provide
°exible control strategies for the composition of actors. The Triana [41] system was originally
developed as a data analysis problem-solving environment for a gravitational wave detection
project. It is also data°ow oriented, and is particularly strong at exploiting the structure
available in signal processing data. It is aimed at CPU intensive engineering and scienti¯c
applications, primarily allowing scientists to compose their local applications and distribute the
computation on a set of Triana servers. In contrast, DiscoveryNet, another UK e-Science pilot
project, uses a proprietary work°ow engine. DiscoveryNet scienti¯c work°ows are used to allow
scientists to plan, manage, share and execute complex knowledge discovery and data analysis
procedures [1]. In DiscoveryNet all services are wrapped to conform to a standard tabular data
model, which gives bene¯ts in exploiting established knowledge discovery techniques.
The Geodise system [56] is similar to Taverna in its emphasis on ¯tting with the established
working practices of its target users, engineers, and having a language matched to their problem
domain, in its case MatLab. It di®ers in its focus on engineering design search and optimisation,
where work°ow runs use di®erent input parameters and are compared through an explicit
\objective function". Geodise's motivation for exploiting a Grid is the computational demands
of established engineering applications, while Taverna's is the easy access and incorporation
of third-party services into in silico experiments.
The Pegasus system [44] abstracts from the detail of work°ow design. The user provides
a work°ow template and arti¯cial intelligence planning techniques are used to deal with
the moving of data and execution of applications on a heterogeneous and changing set of
computational resources. The emphasis is on the planning and scheduling the execution of
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Table II. A brief comparison of Grid work°ow systems
Taverna Kepler DiscoveryNet Geodise Triana Pegasus
Scienti¯c
domains
biology biology,
ecology
Geology
biology,
chemistry
engineering astronomy astronomy,
biology
Prime
strengths
usability,
low
startup
cost
°exibility usability,
database
integration
engineers
know
MatLab
usability,
P2P
support
automated
planning
Domain
resources
remote
web
services
and
domain
speci¯c
web
services
web services No web
services
application
programs
Domain
resources
local
Java
resources
Java and
PERL
resources
wrapped
applications
MatLab wrapped
Java
resources
n/a
Adding
resources
¯nd and
use
¯nd,
wrap,
deploy
and use
¯nd, wrap
and use
¯nd, wrap
and use
¯nd,
wrap,
deploy
and use
¯nd,
deploy
and use
Linking
disparate
resources
shims shims,
common
data
model
common
data model
n/a common
data
model
shim ap-
plications
Prime data
types
string XML,
string
relational
table
numerical numerical? ¯les
Work°ow
language
Scu° MOML DPML MatLab
scripts
Java Chimera's
VDL
Software
required
Java Java,
(Ptolemy)
commercial
software
MatLab
(commer-
cial)
Java Condor
DAGMan
Open
source
yes yes no no yes yes
large numbers of related jobs on a computational Grid, where users describe the results set
that they require and there are alternative strategies for calculating that result set.
The variety of di®erent scienti¯c work°ow systems comes from the variety of di®erent types
of e-Science. At the current time, there are no established standards and the key factor in the
adoption of particular systems is their e®ectiveness for speci¯c user communities.
The use of work°ows for \programming in the large" to compose web services has led to
signi¯cant interest in a standard work°ow language within the web services stack. There is a
clear candidate in BPEL [57] which has industry support from both IBM and Microsoft, as
it was created through the agreed merge of their earlier web service composition languages
WSFL [58] and XLANG [59] respectively. (BPEL was originally termed BPEL4WS and is being
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promoted as a standard called WSBPEL through OASIS (Organization for the Advancement
of Structured Information Standards), an international consortium for e-business standards.)
One reason why Taverna work°ows use their own proprietory language Scu° rather than a
potential standard is historical. In the initial stages of the myGrid project in 2001 BPEL did
not exist; it was still the subject of con¯dential discussions between IBM and Microsoft. There
were certainly no open-source tools easily available. The more signi¯cant reason is conceptual.
We did initially try to use IBM's WSFL language, but this did not match how our target users
wanted to describe their in silico experiments [60]. WSFL forced users to think in terms of web
service ports and messages rather than passing data between bio-services. The mismatch was
very signi¯cant with stateful services that had their own interaction protocol such as Soaplab
services. Scu° processors are a direct result of this experience.
The issues of experience of using the BPEL and open-source tools are still present. At the
GGF10 workshop [5] there was clearly very limited experience of using BPEL for scienti¯c
work°ows. While open-source tools now exist, the OASIS WSBPEL site also lists the large
number of language issues that are unresolved, so di®erences between tools are inevitable.
Whether BPEL, or some higher-level that translates to BPEL, will become a standard
work°ow language in the life science domain is an open question. The power of BPEL is
that you can program your orchestration of web services in detail. The cost of this power
is that features such as iteration, provided implicitly in Scu°, have to be programmed, and
all services must be web services. The focus of BPEL, and most business-oriented work°ow
languages, is control °ow. Extensive research on work°ow control patterns has shown that all
languages have limitations in terms of what can be easily expressed [61]. The ease of mapping
a data°ow approach, which has proved an appropriate abstraction for many scientists, to
BPEL's constructs needs further investigation. For Taverna users a migration path, so that
work°ows prototyped in Scu° could be transformed to BPEL for more \heavyweight" use,
would be attractive.
8. Lessons Learnt
myGrid set out to build a work°ow environment to allow scientists to perform their current
bioinformatics tasks in a more explicit, repeatable, and shareable manner. The resulting
Taverna software package currently has some 500 installations. Our experience with local
users, such as those using it for the Williams Beuren analyses, indicates initial success. Users
with expert scienti¯c knowledge, but little or no knowledge of middleware, have been able to
write work°ows that automate their commonly performed bioinformatics analyses. They do so
in a fraction of the time of the previous manual methods, have been veri¯ed to produce valid
scienti¯c results, and in fact are now progressing on to ¯nd novel results. They do this using
a representation that is straightforward to communicate to other scientists.
8.1. Abstraction is key
One of the keys to its initial success has been the level of abstraction that the work°ow
environment allows users to operate at. The structure of a Scu° work°ow corresponds well
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to the scientist's conceptualisation of a bioinformatics task. Each resource being orchestrated
corresponds to a bioinformatics application or access to a database recognised by the scientist.
The links between resources are speci¯ed in terms of data°ow, again corresponding to the
way many scientists view a complex task as an analysis pipeline, with data °owing through
that pipeline. Complex control °ow constructs such as iteration over data sets are hidden
from the user through the use of implicit but con¯gurable iteration strategies in the Execution
Layer. Complex orchestration of individual application services is achieved through the use of
processor plug-ins. A viable option because whole sets of services follow the same invocation
pattern.
8.2. Finding the limits of abstraction
The abstraction at the Application layer breaks down if the user wants to take control of ¯ner
grained interaction with individual services. For example, a biological simulation service may
run for several days to weeks, and require monitoring and steering. Our current solution is
to handle this service speci¯c interaction independently of the work°ow speci¯cation. More
complex control °ow involving complex conditional branches, or complex parallel iteration
through multiple data sets also breaks the abstraction. As users become more familiar with the
work°ow environment they have been tempted to push the current representation to perform
more complex tasks. To some extent the environment has been augmented to support some of
these requirements. For example, simple iteration strategies can now be extended and there is
support within the work°ow for a form of conditional branching. There is however a tension
between keeping the language simple for the majority of users, and supporting more advanced
functionality. In some cases we advise that complex business logic should not form part of
the work°ow speci¯cation, but be encapsulated as a service which is then orchestrated by the
work°ow. Multiple levels of abstraction can also make it more di±cult for the user to trace the
origin of a failure because each step in the work°ow may actually encompass multiple service
interactions, any one of which may have been the point of failure. In many respects this does
not become an issue because the scienti¯c user does not have the skills or authority to resolve
persistent service failures anyway. This role must be left to service or myGrid administrators
who are able to interpret more ¯ne grained debugging information from both the work°ow
enactor and service installation.
An alternative approach to implement the abstraction, as taken by other projects such as
Pegasus, would be to compile the abstraction speci¯ed in Scu° to a concrete speci¯cation. This
would allow user interaction at this more concrete level during work°ow enactment.
8.3. Lowering the cost of entry
By coupling a simple work°ow language with a straight-forward work°ow authoring tool,
scienti¯c work°ows can be authored quickly given the ready availability of services. The rate
limiting step is the discovery of existing services or making applications available as a service.
myGrid has mitigated this by (i) treating data as opaque to the work°ow system, and so no
e®ort is needed making a service conform to a common data model; and (ii) providing Soaplab
as a framework to deploy command line applications as services. This approach has meant
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1000+ services are now available that provide broad coverage of functionality, especially in
the commonly performed sequence analysis arena. However, two issues remain (i) the many
small bioinformatics groups that provide analysis tools via the web, have yet to provide Web
Service interfaces to their applications (TwinScan and Genscan gene prediction tools are an
example). Neither does their licensing accommodate others such as myGrid deploying such
a service for general use on their behalf; (ii) these services have not been designed to work
together and so Shim services have to be inserted to ensure °ow of compatible data. Until a
signi¯cant library of such Shims exists, the authoring of each work°ow must be accompanied
by their co-development.
8.4. Supporting the wider context
Much of the initial bene¯t of the work°ow system has been based on this ability of scientists
to rapidly write work°ows to automate mundane tasks. However, we are recognising the longer
term success of the work°ow system will depend on how e®ectively users cope with the large
amount of services now available: how easily they can ¯nd and reuse other scientists work°ows,
and whether the use of a work°ow system makes managing analyses results easier not harder.
The core work°ow system cannot hope to support all these functions of the wider e-Science
process. By providing an extensible framework to the core system, and developing plug-ins we
are able to support the work°ow life cycle solely within the Taverna workbench. Feta supports
user centred discovery of both work°ows and services in a UDDI registry, GRIMOIRES, that
can then be rapidly incorporated into a nascent work°ow. However, given the rapid expansion
of available services, the number of structured descriptions of these services lags behind the
number of services. Involvement of service providers will be essential in closing this gap. The
novelty of scienti¯c work°ows means users are unsure how much they should guard their value.
Although, a key bene¯t is perceived to be the ease by which they can be shared and re-used,
it is not currently clear how willing scientists will be to actually share these resources widely,
exactly because they could be re-used by a competitor so rapidly. Our users quickly realised
that the know-how embodied in the work°ow itself was valuable intellectual property and some
demanded a copyright service be incorporated in all work°ows.
8.5. Integrating and visualising results
Taverna and the myGrid suite enables users to rapidly interoperate services. It does not support
the semantic integration of the data outcomes of those services. We underestimated the amount
of data integration and visualisation provided by the existing web delivered applications. They
often integrate information from many di®erent analysis tools, and provide cross references
to other resources. Accessing the analysis tool directly as a service, circumvents this useful
functionality. Although the scientist is presented with results in hours not weeks, it now
takes a signi¯cant time to analyse the large amount of often fragmented results. A solution is
complicated by the fact that the work°ow environment does not \understand" the data, and
so cannot perform the data integration necessary. We have provided integration steps within
work°ows written as scripts that integrate and render results, but are speci¯c to each work°ow
design. We are currently investigating a multi-pronged approach: (i) the use of semantic web
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technology to provide more generic solutions that can be re-used between related work°ows;
(ii) appropriate work°ow designs using Shims and services under the control of the user to
build data objects; and (iii) closing o® the open world in situations where the work°ows are
know to orchestrate a limited number of services and will be permanent in nature, so it is
worth the e®ort of building a more strongly typed model.
The ¯eld of scienti¯c work°ows is rapidly evolving, and as a project in this area myGrid
must also evolve. We engage di®erent user communities (such as biological simulation), new
applications become available, as do novel service frameworks for deploying them. By working
closely with both our users, service providers, and other work°ow projects, we continue to
extend the basic core functionality to ful¯l a wide range of uses.
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